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ON THE PARALLEL COMPLEXITY
OF LINEAR GROUPS (*)
by St. WAACK O
Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. — The parallel complexity of the word problem of finitely generaled (f g.) linear
groups over an arbitrary field is investigated. The computation model of Boolean circuits wiîh fanin bound 2 is used. It is shown that a f g. linear group over a field of prime characteristic has a
word problem solvable within depth log^.loglogn using nO(1) gâtes. In the case of characteristic
zero the somewhat weaker depth bound log «.log log n. log log log n is shown. The word problem
ofafg.
solvable-by-finite linear group is shown to belong to NC1. Using a famous theorem due
to Tits we get that eachf.g. linear group which does not contain a noncyclic free group has an
NC1 word problem.
Résumé. - On étudie la complexité parallèle du problème des mots des groupes linéaires sur un
corps arbitraire admettant un système de générateurs fini. Pour cela, on utilise des circuits booléens
comme modèle de calcul. Il est démontré que les groupes linéaires sur un corps de caractéristique
p possèdent un problème des mots résoluble en profondeur log «.log log n et un nombre nO(1) des
portes. En caractéristique 0, on montre la profondeur log n. log log H. log log log n, qui est un peu
plus faible. En outre, il est prouvé que le problème des mots d'une extension d'un groupe linéaire
soluble admettant un système fini de générateurs par un groupe fini appartient à la classe NC1.
D'après un théorème célèbre de Tits, on obtient que chaque groupe linéaire admettant un système
fini de générateurs et qui ne contient pas de sous-groupe libre non cyclique admet un problème des
mots appartenant à NC1.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much effort has been done in the last years to study the complexity of
word problems of finitely generated groups.
It was shown that there exist finitely presented groups where the word
problems have any preassigned space complexity [29 to 32] improving an
analogous resuit concerning so-called admissible complexity classes [2].

(*) Received April 1989, revised December 1990.
l1) Karl-Weierstrap-Institut fur Mathematik, Postfach 1304, 0-1086 Berlin, Germany.
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In 1961, G. Higman proved the following remarkable theorem. A finitely
generated group G can be embedded in some fmitely presented group H if
and only if G can be recursively presented. In [32] it is shown, that if G is
recursively presented, the fmitely presented extension group H of G can be
choosen in such a way that the spaee complexity of the word problem is not
enlarged. This improves the resuit obtained in [3],
In [17, 18] exponential lower bounds on the complexity of the word problem of free groups of fînite rank are derived for restricted computation
models.
Finite groups play an important rôle when studying small parallel complexity classes. Barrington proved, that the word problem of the symmetrie group
S5 is /^-complete for NC 1 [6].
Avenhaus and Madlener discussed several décision problems, for example
the so-called Intersection Problem, and Nielsen réduction algorithms in free
groups. It turns out that these problems are logspace complete for P [4, 5].
Lipton and Zalcstein proved that the word problem of a fmitely generated
linear group over a fîeld of characteristic zero is solvable in logspace [21].
Simon proved an analogous resuit for fields of prime characteristic [26].
These results imply that the word problem of a fmitely generated linear group
over an arbitrary field belongs to NC 2 .
In [33] the parallel complexity of some important constructions in combinatorial group theory is studied.
We show for a fmitely generated linear group G over a field of primecharacteristic, that the word problem W(G) of G belongs to U-SIZE, DEPTH
(nO(1\ log «.log log/?). In the case of characteristic zero the depth bound is
only log n. log log «.log log log n. This improves the above analogous result
to some extend. If, moreover, G is solvable-by-finite, then W(G)e'NC1. Using
Tits' famous alternative [28] we obtain that the word problem of any fmitely
generated linear group has a word problem solvable in logdepth provided
that it has no noncyclic free subgroup.
As corollaries we get, for example, that the word problem of a finitely
generated free group belongs to C/-SIZE, DEPTH (« 0(1) , log «.log log «),
whereas the word problem of a finitely generated polycyclic group belongs
to NC 1 . This improves the result due to Lipton and Zalcstein in the case of
polycyclic groups.
Although the word problem of a f. g. free group can be solved within
logarithmic bounded parallel time by parallel random access machines, it is
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unlikely because of Barringtons result [6] that it belongs to NC 1 . Consequently, the word problem of a f. g. linear group which is not solvable-byfinite is probably not contained in NC 1 .
Muller and Schupp gave a very interesting characterization of those groups
which have context-free word problems [24]. In gênerai it is known that
context-free languages belong to NC 2 . As to context-free word problems we
show using the result of [24] and [13] that they are NC1-equivalent to the
word problem of a f. g. free group and consequently belong to C/-SIZE,
DEPTH(«O(1), log n. log log n).

2. PARALLEL COMPILATION MODELL, WORD PROBLEMS

We assume familiarity with what might be termed "standard" complexity
theory such as can be found in [16] and [34]. In particular, an O(\ogri) spacebounded deterministic Turing machine will be referred to as a logspace
transducer having only inputs of the type 1" in the context of circuits.
We adopt the usual définition of a fan-in two Boolean circuit family in
which the n-th circuit has n inputs and h (n) outputs where h (n) is a nondecreasing polynomially bounded fonction. Observe, that with this définition
depth O(\ogn) implies polynomial size.
We use the logspace uniformity of circuits, namely we require a logspace
transducer be able to compute the description of the circuit family < a„ )„ e ^
in the following way. Given the input 1" it computes a description of the
circuit otw.
(i) t/-SIZE, DEPTH (nO(1\ d(n)) is the set of all fonctions
ƒ : {0, 1}*-»{(), 1}* computable by a uniform Boolean circuit family <ot„>
in which ocn has size polynomial in n and depth O(d(ri)).
(ii) NCfc=*7-SIZE, DEPTH(n O(1 \ (lognf),
DÉFINITION:

NC=UNCk.
k

We say that a fonction ƒ is computable in logdepth if/ eNC 1 .
Intuitively, NC is the set of fonctions computable superfast on a parallel
computer of feasible size. The correspondence between uniform circuit size
vol. 25, n û 4, 1991
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and Turing machine classes is arnong others given by the inclusions
NC 1 g L* = DSPACE(logn)* E NC 2 c . . . ç N C g P * .
For details see [9 to 12].
For each problem we assume reasonably binary encoding of the problem
instances, The letter n stands for the length of this encoding. Since we shall
consider identities
T

T .

1 •

J

2

—T

.T
' • •

J

N

Â

T

JV+ 1 •A N + 2

.T

.
••*

J

2 J V

—f)
u

in matrix rings {see Paragraph 4) and

in groups, we have the number N as well. Obviously, n and iV are polynomially related»
Following [12] in the context of a particular problem instance of binary
length n, we say that an integer m is tiny iï \m\^nc where c is a constant.
As to inputs, we assume that integers are specified in binary notations, except
when an integer is tiny, in which unary notation is used. As to outputs,
integers are represented in binary.
The function ƒ : {0, 1 } * ^ { Ö , 1}* is NC 1 reducible to the
function g: {0, 1}* -• {0, 1}* if and only if there exists a logspace uniform
circuit farnily < an ) which computes ƒ with depth (an) = O (log n) where, in
addition to the usual gâtes, oracle nodes for g are allowed. An oracle node
is a node which has some séquence yu . . ., yu of input edges and some
séquence zu . . ., zv of output edges with associated function
DÉFINITION:

(zu . . .,zv) =
For the purpose of defïning depth, the oracle node counts as depth
Now we mention some results concerning the parallel complexity of arithmetic opérations, some of them we need later.
2.1. THEOREM (iterated addition) [8]: Finding the sum of m integers of
k bits each can be done by uniform circuits of size (m.k)0^
and depth
2.2. THEOREM (multiplication, division) [8, 25]: Let a and b be two m-bit
integers. NC 1 contains the problem of computing a-b, whereas computing [ajb]
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is contained in
C/-SIZE, DEPTH (n°(1), log n. log log n).

2.3. PROPOSITION [7]: Let a be a any integer and let m be a tiny {relative to
the problem size n of the encoding) integer, Computing avaodm is contained
in N C 1 .
2.4. THEOREM [7]: Let au

NC

1

. . ., ar be any integers, and let m be a tiny

contains the problem of Computing ax- . . .

integer.

-armodm.

Now we turn to the algebraic backround of word problems. First we
consider free groups. Let A = {al9 . . ., am), m ^ 2. Assume that (A ) is the
free group on A, Each element of (A ) can be represented as word over the
alphabet
A = AU{aï\

•••5^1}.

(The symbol " D " dénotes the disjoint union.) Given two words wx and w2
over A. It is well-known that H^ is freely equal to w2i i-e. w1 and w2 define
one and the same element in the group (A} iff wx can be transformed into
w2 by a fînite séquence of the foliowing rules:
(i) replace atafx by 1; (ii) replace a^1ai by 1; (iii) the inverse of(i);
(iv) the inverse of (ii), where 1 dénotes the empty word, which equals the
neutral element of < A >.
A word w is called freely reduced iff neither rule (i) nor rule (ii) can be
applied to w. Each group element of ( A ) has a unique freely reduced
représentation over A.
In gênerai, a group G is called recursively presented iff there are a fînite
set A and a recursive enumerable set R={rx, r2, r3) . . .} ^ A* such that
G = {A y/cl(R), where cl(R) dénotes the smallest normal subgroup containing the set R. We say that G has a recursive présentation < A \ R > and we
also write G = (A\ R}.
The word problem of G — ( A \ R > is the following language
W((A | R}) = {weA* | w= 1 in G). We remark that the complexity of
W((A | J R » does not depend an a special recursive présentation if only
complexity classes are considered which are closed under NC 1 réductions.
This follows from the fact that a homomorphism of fmitely generated monoids can be computed within logdepth. Thus we are justified to speak about
the complexity of the word problem of a group.
vol. 25, n° 4, 1991
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Let G={xu x 2 , . . ., xr | R) be a recursive group présentation, let H < G
be a subgroup. Assume I=g1,g2igz,
-•• be a représentative System for
right cosets modulo H in G, i.e. G=\J H.gt. Then for each element ge G
i

there is a représentative ge{gx, g2, g3, . . .} such that g = h.g, h E H. The
following theorem due to K. Reidemeister [22] is well-known.
2.5. THEOREM: (i) The subgroup H is generated by words set
{giXjŒrX-)'1

| * ' = 1 , 2,

. , j = l , 2, . . ., r } .

Esnecially it holds that

(ii) Let w = x^1 • xf22 • . . . -xf*, e,-e{l, —1} a word, which belongs to the
subgroup

H. Then

w is equal

to w 1 • . . . • wN9

where

It follows from 2.5 that if the subgroup H is of fmite index in G, then if
is finitely generated, too.
2.6. THEOREM (M. Hall [14]): Let G be a finitely generated group. If H is a
subgroup offinite index in G, then H contains a subgroup K characteristic {and
consequently normal) in G withfinite index in G. •
A group G is called nilpotent iff Gd= 1, for some d. (GX^G, Gi+1 = [Gh G],
where [A, B] is the subgroup in a common extension of A and B generated
by the commutators [a, b], aEA, beB.)
A group is called solvable iff there is a fmite tower of groups
G=-G1 > G2 > . . . > Gd= 1 such that Gi+ 1 is normal in Gt and GJGi+1 is
abelian. If GJGi+1 is cyclic, for each i, then G is called polycyclic.
A group is called solvable-by-finite iff it contains a solvable subgroup of
fmite index.
It is well-known that finitely generated nilpotent groups are polycyclic.
The following theorem was independently proved by Auslander [1] and
Swan [27].
2.7. THEOREM: Each polycyclic group has a faithful représentation offinite
degree over the ring of integers Z. •
Let K be a field. GL (k, K) is the group of ail invertible k x k matrices
over K, Moreover, we consider the subgroup T(k, K) of all upper triangular
invertible matrices.
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A group G<=GL(&, K) is called triangularizable, iff it is conjugate in
GL(fc, K) to a subgroup of T(k, K).
It is an easy exercise to show that T(k, K) is solvable. The following
theorem due to Mal'cev [23] supplies an important information on the structure of solvable linear groups.
2.8. THEOREM: A solvable linear group over an algebraic closed field K
contains a triangularizable normal subgroup offinite index. M
2.9. REMARK: Let Au A2, . . ., ANeGL(k,

K) be matrices, such that

a

3,i

where the sum ranges over all séquences
11=01!, . . . . j ^ . J e f l ^ ,

...,k}"-1.

If all At are upper triangular matrices, it is sufficient to take nondecreasing
séquences \i only. The number of nondecreasing séquences belonging to
(k + N-2\
(k + N~2
Now let us turn to a theorem which allows us to apply Mal'cev's Theorem
in our context.
2.10. THEOREM: Let G be a finitely generated group, and let H < G be a
subgroup offinite index.
The word problem of G is NC 1 -equivalent to the word problem of H.
Proof: The assertion W{H) ^ N C i W(G) is clear. Let us turn to prove
W(G) ^ N C i W{H). By M. Hall's Theorem we may assume that H is a normal
subgroup of the group G. Since our considérations do not depend on a
special recursive présentation, we may select an appropriate one. We shall
use the notations and assertions of Theorem 2.5.
Let (x l 3 x2, . . ., xr | R} be a recursive présentation of H. Let K be the
finite quotient group G/H. K has a présentation given by the multiplication
table, namely
\k

l i

k2,

. . . , ks

\ ki' kj = kt^jp

k1 — \ ) .

Moreover, there is a h o m o m o r p h i s m r\ : G - • K, ker r\ = H. W e fix éléments
gteG, i= 1,2, . . ., s, such that r|(g t ) = kh for i— 1, 2, . . . , / , a n d gx = 1. T h e
vol. 25, n° 4, 1991
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set
{gi>gi,

• • ->gs}

forms a représentative System for the right cosets modulo H in G.
If g e G, then g is the unique element gt such that r| (gi) = r\ (g).
The following relations are fulfïlled in G.
giXjgr

1 =

yi,p

gigj = Zi,jgw,j)>

* = 1 , -<-,s,
l

i= >

•-•", •*,

7 = 1 , .• -,r
7=1»

- . - ^

where j ^ and ztj belong to H, i.e, can be represented as words over
{x l5 x 2 , . . ., xrS .x^ 1 , x^"1, . . ., x " 1 } . Now it is no problem to verify that G
has the following présentation
< x l s ...,xr,gl9

. . -, gs\ R, giXjgr^y^j,

gigj = zitjglii9

ny.

We define the projection

n:

({x? 1

X^JD

{gl5 . ..,&})* - {gls . . ., g,}*

by
^

1

->^i

for

*'=!> - • -, ^

g£->gt-

for

2=1, . . ., r5

gi^kt

for

Ï = 1 , . . ., r.

and the bijection

by

We observe that (3°7r defines the group homomorphism rj. Moreover, we
have the multiplication map
M- '•

{gu g2> • • •, ^ s }* ^ k i , ^ 25 •• • • > gs}

defined by

Ifwe({x*

1

, . . . 3 x r 1 } ü {g l5 . . ., ft})*, weget w = |i-7c(w).
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We consider the input word
w = w1w2. . .wNe({xï\

. . ., x^}D{gu

. • .9gs})N

of length N. We shall describe an NC1-circuit using oracle nodes for the
word problem of H which décides whether w=\ in G. Before doing so we
observe that
\i°%{wv • . . . •M>i-i)H'iGAo7E(w1. . . . - w ^ J ) " 1
z

Ji-i.ji

if

w

i

=

8)t

a n d

if

w^xr1

rït(w1'...'W,..1) = ^_1.

1: We check whether w belongs to H. The method is to check the
identity (p • n) (w) = 1 in Jf.
This can be done by iterated finite table look-up since the multiplication
table of^Tis finite. Consequently O (log TV) ^ ö (log «) depth is sufficient
Step 2: We compute wh for all i== 1, 2, . . ., N, in parallel. More precisely,
computing wt means:
(i) checking whether or not wie{x^l:> . . ., x*1};
(ii) computing \x°n(w1
wi_1) = gJ-._1;
(iii) applying one of the relations gjxkg^1 ^yj>k in the case of
wte{x^\ . . ., x^1}, or applying one of the relations gigj=:'zuygl{Uj) in the
case oïw{e{gu . . ., g j .
(i) can be done by a finite table look-up. Consequently, constant depth is
enough. As to (ii) we remark, that it is similar to Step 1. Step 2 (iii) is again
a finite table look-up.
Step 3; We take an oracle node for the word problem of H and check
whether wt w2. . . wN = 1 in H.
Step 4: We accept iff the computations of Step 1 and Step 3 are accepting
computations. •
2.11. REMARK: We make use of finite tables in the proof of 2.10. For
example, we have the multiplication table {ki-kj = kliiij)} of the finite
group K. Clearly, a logspace transducer can compute this table. Moreover,
the transducer can describe a circuit which "looks up in the table" to find
the element kx corresponding to (ki9 k^}. If the table is finite, the look-up
computation can be carried out in constant depth (finite table look-up).
The "look-up" process is a proper NC 1 computation in the more gênerai
case that for each input length n we have a table tabB such that there is a
vol. 25, n° 4, 1991
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logspace transducer which computes the function r->tab n {see [12]). Again
we make use of this principle in 4.1.
Finally we mention fmitely generated context-free group languages in this
paragraph. A formai language L is called a finitely generated context-free
group language if and only if L — W(G) is a context-free word problem of a
recursive présentation G— <X \ R}.
2.12. THEOREM: A finitely generated group has a context-free word problem
if and only if the group has afree subgroup offinite index.
Proof: See [24] in connection with [13]. M
2.13. THEOREM [34]: A finitely generated free group is Z-linear ofdegree two.
Moreover, it has a faithful représentation over a field of prime characteristic.
2 A4. THEOREM [28]: A finitely generated linear group is either solvable-byfinite or contains a noncyclic free subgroup.

3. SOMETHING FROM COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA

The proofs in this paragraph which are not carried out can be found in
[19]. A ring is always a commutative one if there is no different spécification
made.
NOTATIONS: We use the following
nonstandard notations. If
X=(XU . . ., Xm) is a vector of independent variables, Y another variable
which is independent from the vector X, then A dénotes the polynomial ring

If p is a prime, and if as usual F^ is the prime field of characteristic /?,
then Ap dénotes the ring Fp[A^.
op dénotes the canonical ring homomorphism A -• Ap resulting from the
canonical projection Z -+ Fp. This map can be extended to ûp: A [Y] -• Ap[Y]
in the natural way. The image of a polynomial G(Y)e/\[Y] under the
homomorphism ap is frequently denoted by GGp.
Let Fy be the fmite fîeld of characteristic p with pr éléments. Let
Ç = (Çls . . ., Çm) e F "r. Then we assign to each polynomial G (X) e A an element
G(Q of the finite fîeld ¥pr which is obtained by substituting (Çl5 . . ., Çm) for
(Xu . . ., Xm). We dénote the resulting ring homomorphism Ap -> ¥pr by p^.
This map can again be extended to A p [y]-^F p ,[Y] which we dénote by pç.
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3.1. OIÏ polynomials Î
3.1.1. Let R be a ring. Then M(k, R) is the ring of all k x k matrices over
R. GL(k, R) is the group of units of M(k, R). If a is an idéal of the ring R,
the radieal r(a) of the idea! a is defined to be (xeR | x ft ea, for some k^l}.
The radical of an idéal is again an idéal in the ring R. Obviously, we have a
ring homomorphism R/a -> R/r(a).
Let \|/: R->S be a ring homomorphism. Then we have a homomorphism
of noncommutative rings M(k, R) -> M(k, S) defined by (rUj) -• (\|/(ƒ;,;))• If
we restrict this homomorphism to GL (fe, R), we get a group homomorphism
GL(Jfc,R)->GL(Jfc, S).
If a is an idéal in R, the extension ae of a is defined to be the ideal in
S generated by \|/(a). Obviously, \|/ induces a ring homomorphism
\|/ : R/a -> S/ae. The extension of a principle ideal generated by an element
reR is again a principle ideal generated by \|/(r).
Let K be a field,
s-i

F(Y)eK[Y],

&

F(Y)=Y +YJ fi-Y1
i= Ö

be a polynomial. Let a = F(Y).K[Y\. Since K[Y] is a principle ideal domain,
r(a) is a principle ideal. Let F(Y) be the uniquely determined generator of
r(a) with leading coefficient 1. Assume that K is the splitting field of F9 Le. F
is assumed to split over K into linear factors. Then F(Y) is determined by
the following two properties,
(i) If a is a root of F(Y), then a is a root of F(Y) and vice versa.
(ii) F(Y) is a separable polynomial, L e. it has no multiple roots. Obviously,
if F(Y) is separable, then r(a) = a.
3.1.2. Let R and S be entire rings, and let \|/ : R ->S be a ring homomor5-1

phism. Let F(Y)= Y6+ ^ ƒ-. Y be an element of R[F). The discriminant is
i= 0

defined to be
i < j

where a1? . . ., a5 are the not necessarily distinct roots of the polynomial F
in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R. Obviously, the polynomial
F is separable iff 3 (F) is different from O. ^ (F) is a symmetrie function in
the roots a l5 . . ., as. Consequently, 3{F) can be expressed as a polynomial
vol. 25, n° 4, 1991
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in the elementary symmetrie functions which are up to sign the coefficients
of the polynomial F. We get that 3} (F) can be représentée as a polynomial in
/o> • • • s fs-i w r t n integer coefficients, and consequently @ (F* (Y)) = ty (@ (F)).
3.1.3. The Euclidean Algorithm: Let G [Y] e TL (Y) be another polynomial.
Then there are unique polynomials Q(Y), R(Y)eR[Y] such that G-F- Q +R
and the degree of R is less than ô.
3.1.4. LEMMA: Let a = F(Y)-TL[Y\ be the principle idéal generated by F{Y).
Define the matrix B{F) to be
0
1
0

0. . . 0
. .0
1. . . 0

,0

0...1

-h
-h
-fh_u

Let R(Y), P(Y)eR[Y\ be polynomials such that
M

Yi

(i)

(ii) R(Y)= E rrYi = P(Y)modF(Y).
i=0

Then

M-Ô+l

Proof: By 3.1.3 R[Y]/a is a free R-module of rank ö. The séquence
1, Y, Y2, . . ,, Y 6 " 1 forais a basis. The element Y supplies an R-endomorphism cp of the 7?-module R[Fj/a. The matrix B(F) represents this endomorphism with respect to the basis 1, Y, Y2, . . ., 7 5 " 1 . It remains to remark
i

p&

1

+ i_1.Y*-

)=pb

+ i^1.Y*

+i

-\

M

3.1.5. LEMMA (Lipton's Interpolation Lemma [20]): Let K be a field, and
let g(Xl9 X2, . . . 5 Xm)eK[Xli X29 . . -, ^ J . Assume that the degree of g in
each variable Xt is bounded by %t. Let, for i— 1, . . ., m, Tt ü K, such that
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\Tt\> T(. Define T= Tx x T2 x . . . x Tm g Km. 77u?« g is identical to 0 z/and
only ifg(t) = O, for all teT.
3.2. Separable field extensions
3.2.1. THEOREM: Ifk is a perfect field, any finitely generated field extension
K of k contains a separating transcendence base which can be selected from
any set of generators of K over k.
Proof: See [36], Chap II, Theorem 30 and Theorem 31.

•

Remark: It is well-known that prime fields are perfect. Remember that if
we have an extension k g K of a field k, a transcendence base {Xt} of Kjk is
called a separating transcendence base iff K is a separable algebraic extension

ofk({Xt}).
3.2.2. THEOREM (Theorem of the Primitive Element): Let K be a finite
separable extension field of the field k. Then there is an element aeK which
générâtes K as an extension field ofk, i. e. K=k(a).
•
3.2.3. PROPOSITION: Let a be algebraic over k, and let F(Y) be the irreducible
polynomial (with leading coefficient Y) of a over k. k(a) is a separable algebraic
extension of k if and only if F(Y) has no multiple roots (i. e. F is a separable
polynomial).
•
3.2.4. Let P be a prime field, K be a finitely generated extension field of P.
We use 3.2.1 up to 3.2.3. There is a transcendence base X=(XX, X2, . . ., Xm)
and an element y such that
K=P(XUX2,

...,XJ]y\.

Ô-1

If F(Y)= 7 5 + £ f\. Y is the minimal polynomial of y over P(X), then Fis
t= 0

separable. Define

l A [ ]

if

We may choose the primitive element y in such a way that its minimal
polynomial F(Y) has coefficients belonging to B.
Define b = F(Y)-B[Y], which is an idéal in B[Y\. Then K is the quotient
field of B[>>] = B[Y]/b. More precisely, we get using the Euclidean Algorithm
the following. Each element from K can be represented as a fraction G (Y)/g,
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where G^eB^,
geB, the degree of G (Y) in Fis less than 8, and since B
is factorial the coefficients of G and g are coprime. This représentation is
unique up to multiplications by units of B.
3.3. Finite fîelds
3.3.1. Let p be a prime number. Let Fp = Z//?-Z. In a fixed algebraic closure
of Fp there is exactly one Galois field Fpr, for each natural number r, which
has exactly pr éléments. It is the splitting field of the polynomial Zpr ~Z.
Hence Fpr is a normal extension of Fp. Moreover, it is separable. The multiplicative group (Fpr)* is cyclic.
If FpS is another Galois field of characteristic p, then we have a tower of
finite extensions
F p c Fpr c FpS

if and only if r divides s.
The Galois field Fpr can be represented as follows. Since Fpr is the unique
extension of Fp of degree r, for any irreducible polynomial <Dpp (Z) e Fp [Z]
of degree r we have

Moreover, all these polynomials <Dpr (Z) are separable ones. Because of the
fact that the extension Fp c Fpr is normal, each irreducible polynomial
*¥ (Z) e Fp [Z] the degree of which divides r splits over Fpr into linear factors.
Let 8 be a positive natural number. Defme 5* = 1. c m . (1, . . ., 8). It follows
from the above considérations that Fp5* is the splitting field of all polynomials
of degree less than or equal to 8 with coefficients in J^p.
By the Euclidean Algorithm each element of Fpr can be uniquely represented
by a polynomial with coefficients in Fp of degree less than r.
3.3.2. Addition in ¥pr can be carried out by componentwise addition of
the (natural) coefficients modulo the prime p.
3.3.3. As to multiplication in Fy we have the following situation. Let œ be
a generator of the cyclic group (Fp0*. To each nonzero element a of Fpr we
assign a discrete logarithm /^(a) with respect to ca such that a)/(ö(a) = a.
If we consider a product ax • . . . • a^, and if all factors ot; are different
from 0, we can compute the product as follows.
(i) Compute the discrete logarithm /^(a,.) for all factors.
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(ii) Compute £ ltö (af) modpr — 1.
(iii) Compute the element of Fpr which belongs to the number resulting
from Step (ii).
3.3A LEMMA: Let D(Xl9X2, . . . , I J e A p be a nonzero polynomial.
Assume that the degree of D in any variable Xj is bounded above by 9. Let
MeN. Assume thatpr ^ M 7 "' 1 .9 +Af.
Then there are subsets Tt ç= Fpr, | Tt \ ^ M, z= 1, 2, . . ., m, such that the
polynomial D (X) has no root belonging to 7\ x . . . x Tm.
Proof. — We prove the claim by induction on the number of variables.
Case: m = 1.
Let D{XX) be a polynomial of degree ^ 9. Hence D has in SFpr at most 0
roots. Since | F p r|=// ^ M+9, the claim follows.
m ? m + 1.
e

Consider / ) ( * „ * 2 , . . ., Xm, Xm+1)= £ 4 ^ , . . ., XJ.JfM+1.

There is

i= 0

an index z0 with Jj0 (Xu . . ., Zm) different from 0. Since

there are subsets 7\, T2, . . ., Tm £ Fpr, | r £ | = M, such that

is not the zero polynomial, for all tt e Tt. Each of these M™ polynomials has
at most 9 roots in ¥pr. Hence Fpr has at least M éléments which are not such
a root. Define Tm+1 to be this set. •
Ô-1

3.3.5. Let F(Y)= 7 5 + £ ƒ•- reF p [Y] be a polynomial. Define S* to be
i=0

1.cm. (1, 2, . . ., 5), and assume that S* divides r. Then F(Y) splits over \fpr
into linear factors. Define a to be F(Y)-¥pr[Y]. Let F[Y] be the polynomial
with leading coefficient 1 (see 3.1.1) such that r(a) = F[Y]-Fpr[Y].
In particular, we have that if F is separable, F equals F.
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LEMMA (Evaluation-Interpolation): Assume a l 5 a 2 , . . ., a A effy to be the
pairwise different roots of the polynomial F. Define A (F) to be

(i) det(A(F))=

'1,

al5

a\,

. . .,

1,

oc2,

al,

....

J,

aA,

ai,

. . .,

af" 1 '

Y\ (ctj — a^), and consequently A (F) is invertible.
i < J

(ii) Lef G(Y)eF p r[Y] &e another polynomial. By the Euclidean Algorithm
there are unique polynomials Q(Y), R(Y)e¥pr[Y] such that G = F.Q + R, and
the degree of R is less thon A.

if
A-l

R{Y)= Y

rt.r

then

G(aA)
(Interpolation-Formula)
and

(Evaluation-Formula)
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(üi) The map F, [Y]I(F(Y).¥pr[Y\) -* (Fp,)A definedby

is an isomorphism of rings.
Proof: Claim (i) is Standard. Claim (ii) follows from claim (i), the Euclidean
Algorithm, and the well-known fact that a polynomial over an entire ring of
degree less than À is uniquely determined by its values on a set of
cardinality A. Claim (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). •
3.4. On polynontials II
In addition to the gênerai agreement of this paragraph let us introducé the
following notation. Let B be either A or Ap.
As usual let F(Y)eB[Y] be the following polynomial

frr.
The coefficients of F are polynomials/^/^A^, . . ., Xm) either with integer
coefficients or with coefficients in Fp.
Define the ideal b in B[7] to be F(Y)'B[Y\. If we consider an element of
the ring B[Y]/b, we shall always assume that it is given by its unique
5-1

représentative £ gt. Y of degree less than ô (see 3.1.3, 3.2.4).

3.4.1. LEMMA: Let Al9 A2, . . ., ANeGL(k,
before.
(i) If for all entries
5-1

i=0
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of the matrices Au A2, . . ., AN the degree of pt(X) as well as of f{X) in Xj
is bounded by i^for i= 1, 2, . . ., 8— 1,7= 1, 2, . . ., m, thenfor all entries

of the product Al-A2- . . . -AN in GL(A;, B[Y]/b) the degree of qt(X) in Xj is
bounded by x • 8 * N9 for all i, j under considération.
(ii) If moreovery R = A, and if the integer coefficients of pt(X),
i=l,2, . . ., 8 — 1, are bounded in absolute value by y, the coefficients of qt (X)
are bounded in absolute value by 2X'N, where % is a number which does not
depend on N.
Proof: The proof is pure routine. It proceeds in two steps. In the fïrst step
we consider the matrices AL to be over B[Y] and multiply them. Secondly
we apply 3.1.4 to compute the représentative modi7(Y). The details are
omitted.
•
3.4.2. LEMMA: Let \X{M) = Y\P> wnere tne product ranges over all primes
PÛM.
There is a constant X such that \i(M) ^ 2X'M.
Proof: See [151. M
3.5. The correctness Lemmas
The aim of this section is to prove two lemmas which ensure the correctness
of the algorithms of Paragraph 4. Let
*N (-* is -* 25 • • • ? * 2 JV) =

-* l * * 2 * • • . ' TN — TN+1

•

TN+

2

'

NeM, a séquence of polynomials belonging to
Let us turn to the first lemma. Let F(Y)e A [Y]
Ô-l

i=0

be a separatie polynomial. Let 3 (F) e A be the nonzero discriminant of F.
Let co(@(F)) be the least common multiple of the integer coefficients of
& (F) regarded as a polynomial in X.
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If b = F(Y)' A[Y] is the ideal in A[Y] generated by F(Y), if p is a prime,
and if op\ A[Y]-> Ap[Y] is the canonical projection, then we defme b p to
be b ^ i ^ K Y ) - Ap[Y], and we have â p : A [Y]/b -> &p[Y]/bp (see 3.1.1).
NOTATION: The image of a matrix ^4eGL(À;, A[Y]/b) under the canonical
mapGL(/c, A[Y]/b)->GL(£, Ap[Y]/bp) resulting from öp (see 3.3.1) is
denoted by A{p\

3.5.1. LEMMA: Ler Au A2, . . ., ^42JveGL(fc, A[Y]/b) be matrices such that
the assumptions of 3.4.1 are fulfilled.
Then (i) T N (^ l f ^ 2 ) . . ., A2N) = 0 iffVN(A[p\ A2P\ . . ., A2%) = 0, for all
primes p, where p does not divide co (@ (F)), and p is Iess than or equal to
[((%+\).N+\og2co(3}(F)))l'k\, where % and X are the constants from 3.4.1
and 3.4.2.
(ii) Ifp does not divide co(@(F)), then F T p(7)e^ P [^] is separable.
Proof: (i) The only-if-part follows from the fact that the canonical map
M(k, A[F]/b) -+M{k, Ap[Y]/bp) is a homomorphism of noncommutative
rings.
Let us turn to the if-part. For iu i 2 G {1, 2, . . ., &}, let
ö-i

Q{Y)=YJ qi{X).T
i=0

be the unique représentative modF(Y) of the (i l5 i2)-entry of
*¥N(AU A2, . . ., A2N). By 3.4.1 the absolute values of the integer coefficients
of qt(X)9 i = 0, 1, . . ., 8 - 1 , areboundedby 2**. By 3.1.3
6-1

is the unique représentative modFsp(Y) of the (\1, i2)-entry of
^„(A^K A2P\ . . ., A2P)N) the degree of which is Iess than ô. By the assumption, Qup(Y) = 0, for all primes p under considération. Consequently, the
integer coefficients of the polynomials qt(X), / = 0, 1, . . ., 5— 1, are equal to
zero mod p, Using the well-known Chinese-Remainder-Theorem claim (i)
follows.
(ii) By 3.1.2. 3{F'p{Y)) = op{2(JF)). Since p does not divide co(2{F), no
coefficient of Q) (F) vanishes under the réduction. •
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We turn to the second lemma. We assume that
5-1

ft{X).Tel\p[Y\
i=Q

is separatie. Let 0 be a natural number such that the degree of $){F) in any
variable Xj is less than 9.

Ifb = F(Y)-fkp[Y\, Ç = (Çlf Ç2, . . .

then we define the ideal b (Q to be

ee 3.1.1).
Furthermore we have (see 3.LI and 3.3.5)

and

NOTATION:

The image of the matrix AeGL(k3 /\p[Y]/b) under the canoni-

cal map
GL (*, /\p [Y\/b) - , GL (fc, Fpr [y]/r(b (Q))
resulting from pc is denoted by A(Q.
3.5.2. LEMMA: Let Al9 A2, . . ., ^42iVeGL(fc, Ap[y]/b) be matrices such that
the assumptions of'3.4.1 are fuifilled. Let r be a natural number such that L c. m.
(1, 2, . . ., 5) rfiwYfes r and pr is greater than (T-S-A^+ l ) w " 1 + x - S - i V + 1.

^^(^

l (

Q , . . . , > ! 2 N ( Ö H w GL(fc,

Proof: The only-if-part is clear since there are homomorphisms of matrix
rings under considération.
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Since pr ^ (x• 8 • N+ l) m ~ 1 + x• § • N+ 1, there are subsets

such that the discriminant S) {F) has no root belonging to
r = 7\ x T2 x . . . x Tm {see 3.3.4). Since 3 (Fpc) = p^ {3 (F) (see 3.1.2), it follows that g}{F() is different from 0. We have by 3.1.1 that
((Q)

(Q

( )

[ n

p

for all

Let

6(30=
0

be any entry of *¥N(AU . . ., A2N). By 3.4.1 the degree of all qt{X) in any
variable Xj is bounded by x • 5 • N. By 3.1.3 the unique représentative of degree
less than 5 mod FP^{Y) of the corresponding entry ^ ( ^ i (Q, . . ., A2N(Q)
is
s-i

. F,
for all ÇGT. For all ÇeT, ÔPc(î0 is known to be zero. This is the case iff
?i(O = 0, Ï = 0, 1, . . ., 5 - 1 . It follows from 3.1.5 that qt(X) = 09 for
2 = 0, 1, . . ., S-l.Consequently, 6(30 = 0. •

4. THE MAIN LEMMA

4.1. We make use of the notations of Paragraph 3. Let again B be either
the ring A or the ring Ap, and let

i= O

be a separable polynomial which is irreducible over the quotient field of B.
Define the ideal b in B[Y] to be F(Y).B[Y\. For each natural number we
assume WN(TU . . ., T2N) to be the polynomial
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in the variables Tt (see 3.5). Let us dénote by *F the whole séquence
Ç¥N | JVeN). Let co(^(F)) be the least common multiple of the integer
coefficients of the dicriminant S) {F) (see 3.5).
Suppose Jiat to be a finite subset of GL(£, B[7]/b). In Une with
Paragraph 3 we assume.
6-1

- If P(Y) = Yu Pi W ' Y1

is a n entr

y

of a n

element of Mat, then the

t= 0

degree of the polynomials ft (X) and pt (X) in Xj is bounded by a natural
number T, for f= 1, . . ., S— 1,7= 1, . . ., m.
— If B = A, moreover the integer coefficients of pt and offt are bounded
in absolute value by y, i— 1, 2, . . ., S— 1.
In this paragraph we consider the parallel complexity of the following
évaluation problem gy (VF, Mai) with its problem instances SyN Ç¥9 Jiat),
NeN.
INPUT: A séquence (Au A2, . . ., A2N)eJ?at2N
r- j, *•rt if. . &uA2, ...,A2N) = 0
OUTPUT:
— [ O, otnerwise.
othei
4.2. Main lemma
(I) If B = Ap5 then ^ T ^ O F , Mat) belongs to
C/-SIZE, DEPTH (n°(1), log « • log log n).
(II) If B - A , then g<rÇ¥9 Jiat) belongs to
C/-SIZE, DEPTH (n° (1) , log n - log log n • log log log n).
(III) If Mat E r(fc, B[y]/b), then <TT (*, uTaf) belongs to NC 1 .

4.2.1. The method: If B = A, let PRIME^ be the set of all primes not
dividing co (0 (F)) which are less than or equal to

L

*

J

where % and X are the constants from 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 (see 3.5.1). If B= /\p,
then PRIMEJV={^}.
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For all primes p e PRIME^, let r be the minimal natural number such that,
/ ^ ( T - § ^ + l ) m - x + x - S - A ^ + l and the l.c.m. (1, 2, . . ., 5) divides r. For
all vectors Ç = (Çi? . ..,ÇJeF™r, let ^%,ç be the canonical isomorphism
^AY\i{Fp^{Y)'ïpr[Y\) - (Fp,)A defmed in'3.3.5. We compute
VN(PP.C(AP)(0),

.'.tPp.z(AP)N(Q))-

We agree that A\p) = At in the case of B = Ap.
We accept iff ¥„(#,,<(4*>(Q), . . ., ^ ç ( ^ (0)) = 0, for allp, and for
all Ç under considération.
The correctness of the method follows from 3.5.1 in connection with 3.5.2
or from 3.5.2 in the case of characteristic p.
Eléments from the field ¥pr are represented as vectors of dimension r over
¥p (see 3.3). Scalars from Fp are always given in binary représentation of
their canonical représentative belonging to {0, . . .,/?—l}. Since pr = N°{1\
any element of Fpr can be written down on a Turing tape within space
O(logiV). Clearly, the same is valid for any polynomial over ¥p of degree

o 004.2.2. Logspace Tables: The following information ((i)-(vii)) are computed
by a logspace Turing transducer ha ving input 1" and are hardwired in the
circuit.
(i) Compute the set PRIMEN, and for each prime p e PRIMEN the natural
number r defined above.
(ii) Compute an irreducible polynomial <bp r (Z) e ¥p [Z] with leading coefficient 1 (see 3.3.1) by the brute force method. Moreover, if
r-l

we compute the matrices [B(<E>p r)]1 (^ee 3.1.4), for i~ 1, 2, . . ., r— 1, and
hardwire their coefficients in the circuit. Let us dénote these coefficients by
P, r, i

Xfc, l

'

Remark: We observe that addition in ¥pr can be performed on a logspace
bounded working tape of a transducer. To do the same for multiplication,
we proceed as follows. We carry out ordinary multiplication of two polynomials over Fp of degree less than r by brute force withing log n-space since the
number pr is tiny. We get a polynomial % (Z) of degree less than or equal to
2 ( r - l ) . In order to compute the représentative mod<Pp r (Z) of n(Z) we
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check for all polynomials a(Z), P(Z)e¥p[Z\ of degree less than r whether
7c(Z)-a(Z)=p(Z)-<D P(r (Z)inF p [Z].
We shall succeed for exactly one polynomial a (Z) which is the représentative
we are looking for.
In that way it is also possible to do the following.
(iii) Compute a generator cop, /> e PRIME^, of the cyclic group (F/)* by
brute force and compute a table for the assignments
P->'„p(P) = /p(P),
(Log-Table)
where Pe(Fy)*, and a table for the assignment
{0, 1, ...,/>"-l}3i->© p .
(Exp-Table)
(iv) Compute all different roots ocp ç j of the polynomial Fp ^(Y), for all
, for y = l , 2, . . . } A ^ 6 , where' '

i=0

provided that B= A, and
5-1

8

F P)Ç (Y)=y +X
i=0

im the case of B = Ap.
A

NOTATION

: Fp^(Y)= f ] (^-a P ï C i J ) (*a? 3.3.5).
i= i

6-1

(v) Compute for all entries P(Y)— £ pt{X)-T

of éléments of Mat, for

t= 0

all primes pePRIME^, for all ÇelF™r, and for all roots of aPtÇtj of Fp^(Y)
5-1
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Remark: We have to construct uniform subcircuits to handle with the
arithmetic opérations in the rings ¥pr[Y]/(FpJ-(Y)'¥pr[Y]). By 3.1.3 there are
isomorphisms

which algebraically reduce this problem to the corresponding one in the
fields fpr. We need évaluation tables in order to effectively compute these
isomorphisms.
(vi) Compute for all primespePRIME^, for all Ce FJS-, and for all éléments
A-l

i=0

[which are represented as vectors (h0, . . ., hA_i)e Fpr] the vector

(Evaluation-Table)
This is nothing else than multiplication of vectors of dimension À over ¥pr
with the matrix A(Fp c) (see 3.3.5). Obviously, the computations which are
necessary can be carried out on a Turing tape within tape ö(logrc), and the
table can be generated within O(logn) space.
Remark: In the case of claim (III) we need all monotone nondecreasing
séquences |ie{l, 2, . . ., A;}*"1 (see 2.9).
(vii) Compute all monotone séquences |ie{l, 2, . . ., &}*" 1 . The following
facts ensure that this can be done in O(logiV) space.
) = N°il).

-

The number of such séquences equals f

-

Each such séquence has a unique représentation

\

N-l

J

Consequently, it can be written down on a Turing tape encoded as a
séquence of length k of integers less than N in binary représentation.
- The successor of any such séquence in the lexicografie ordering can be
computed within space O (log TV)vol. 25, n6 4, 1991
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4.2.3. Addition in ¥pr: For ail primes p ePRIME^, we construct a uniform
circuit having the following input-output behaviour.
INPUT: p l5 p 2 ,
,pMeFy
OUTPUT: Px + P 2 +
+PMeF^
DEPTH: O (log M + log log/?).
Do for all r components in parallel.
1: Iterated addition of M log p-bit integers by 2.1.
2; Substracting off in parallel the multiples of p — 0, /?, . . ., (M— 1) •/?from the results of step 1 and choosing the appropriate différence.
In the case ofAf=r O(1) we have depth O (log log N). If Af =0(iV), the depth
is bounded by (9 (log TV).
4.2.4. Multiplication in fpr: For all primes /? e PRIME^, we construct a
uniform circuit having the following input-output behaviour.
INPUT: P'l9 p"e[Fpr
OUTPUT: Pi-p'^Fpr
DEPTH: O (log r + log (log r + log/?). log log (log r + log/?)).
If p' = (p'o, . . ., fr-O, P = (Pë, • • -, P"-i) and p = (P0, . . ., p r _ x ) 5 then it
is easy to see that
r-l

Pk= I

r-X

I Xfcï-'- PÎ- Pi'

f

Remember, that the constants Xk,'?'7
[see 3.1.4, 4.2.2 (ii)].

or
are

* = 0. • • •, r - 1 .
hardwired in the circuit

Step 1; Compute in parallel all products

xfcf"'-Pi-PI'
as natural numbers using 2.2.
Step 2: Carry out the r-fold iterated addition of ( r - l ) 2 summands in
parallel by theorem 2.1.
Step 3; Reduce in parallel the r results of step 2 mod p by the help of
integer division, multiplication and subtraction.
In the case of p a prime not depending on the input length, the depth is
bounded by O (log log TV), otherwise only by O (log log TV. log log log N).
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4.2.5. Iterated Multiplication in ¥pr: For all primes p e PRIME^, and for
all ^ e F ™r we construct a uniform circuit such that
INPUT: A séquence of éléments (p l s p 2 , . . ., P M )eFj£,
OUTPUT: The product P= Px • P2 • . . . • P M .
DEPTH: O(logA0, provided that

M=O(N).

Step 1: Check whether one of the inputs equals zero in Fpr. If this is the
case, the output equals zero. Otherwise turn to Step 2.
Step 2: Compute, for all i= 1, . . . ,M, lp($t) using the log-table of (iii).
Step 3/ Compute for all7= 1,2, . . ., À
M

A.= £ / p (p,)mod/-l
using Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.3.
Step 4: Compute P from X by using the exp-table of (iii).
4.2.6. The Proof of Claim I and II: There is, for each prime
and for each Ç e F ^ a circuit Cirp> ç such that
INPUT: Cu C2eGL(fc, F£).
OUTPUT: The product C1. C2.
DEPTH: If B = A, then O (log log N. log log log A0If B= Ap, then O (log log N).
This follows directly from 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.
Now let us construct the desired circuit. Let (Au A2, . . .,
be an input séquence. We assume that N=2N, N' e N.

A2N)eJfat2N

Step 1: Compute for all pePRIME^, and for all ÇeF£ the matrices
AW (0, i = 1, 2, . . ., 2 TV, by using table (v).
Step 2: Compute for all pePRIME^, and for all ÇeF™r the matrices
^P)MP)(Ql
*=1, 2, . . ., 27V, by using table (vi).
Step 3 a: Divide for all / J G P R I M E ^ , and for all ÇeF£ the word
^P>r(AP)(Q)- • • • - ^ r ^ w K O ) into N/2 subwords of length 2. Of course,
this subdivision is hardwired in the circuit. Then
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where
Bj= J%, ç (A%}_ x (0) - J V
Compute ail matrices B} in parallel by the help of circuits Cirp ç. The
resulting word of matrices B1 • . . . • BN/2 is again divided into words of
length 2, and the process itérâtes.
We can do so N' times. What we get is the product
^p^(A[p)(Q)'
. . . •^P)Ç(AiNp)(Q) within size nO(1). If £ = A , then the depth
is bounded by 6>(log«-loglog«*îogloglog/?). Otherwise the depth bound is
O(log/2-loglog«).
Step 3 b: Do the same as in Step 3 a with AN + 1 • . . . -A2N- Observe that
Step 3 a and b can be carried out in parallel.
Step 4; Compare the results of Step 3 a and b with each other. Accept iff
they are identical, for all pePRIMEN, and for ail
4.2.7. The Proof of Claim (III)
Step 1 and step 2 are the same as in 4.2.6.
Step 3 a: Compute the products

in parallel, for all primes p E PRIMER, and for all Ç e ¥pr using the formula
of remark 2.9, the table of 4.2.2 (vii), and the circuits from 4.2.5 and 4.2.3.
Step 3 b: Do the same as in Step 3 a with AN+1- . . . -A2N. Observe that
Step 3 a and b can be carried out in parallel.
Step 4: Compare the results of Step 3 a and b with each other. Accept iff
they are identical, for allpePRIME^, and for all CeF£r.

5. THE RESULTS

5.1. THEOREM: Let G be afinitely generated K-linear group, where K is any
field.
W(G) e U-SIZE, DEPTH (no(1\ log «.log log «.log log log n).
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If % (K) =p, for some prime p, then
W{G) e É/-SIZE, DEPTH (n°(1), log n. log log n).
Proof: Since the group G is finitely generated, we assume that G is a
subgroup of Gh(k, P(XU --.,X m )[y]), where P is a prime field,
X~(XU . . ., Xm) is a separating trancendence base, and y is algebraic over
P(XX,

...9XJ.lf
6-1

F(Y)=Y&+

£

ftW-r

i=0

is the minimal polynomial of y over P(X), Fis separable. Moreover, y can
be choosen in such a way, that the coefficients ft (X) of the polynomial F
belong to Z [X\ if x (K) = 0, and to Fp [X\ if K (X) =/? (see 3.2).
As in in 3.2 let

f A zm

if

Then for each entry of a generator or the inverse of a generator of the
group G we take its unique représentation as a fraction G(Y)/g(X), where
G(Y)eB[Y\, g(X)eB. Let q(X) be the least common multiple of all such
éléments g(X). Defme the set of matrices Jiat contained in GL(A;, B[y]/b)
(see 4.1) as follows. J^at=:{q.A \ A±1 is a generator of G} U {<2'F}, where
E is the identity matrix. Obviously,
A ^

...

- A N =E

iff V N ( q ' A u

We may apply the Main Lemma.

. . . , q - E 9 . . . , q - E ) =0.

•

5.2. COROLLARY: The word problem of a finitely generated f ree group belongs
to C/-SIZE, DEPTH (nO(l\ log n- log log n).
Proof: We apply 2.13.

•

5.3. THEOREM: A finitely generated context-free group language is NC 1 equivalent to the word problem o f an arbitrary finitely generated free group.
Proof: Obviously, the word problems of two f. g. free groups are NC 1 equivalent. Let G be a f. g. group having a context-free word problem. By
2.12 the group G has a free subgroup F of fmite index, which is, of course,
finitely generated, too. Using Theorem 2.10 we get that W(G) is NC 1 equivalent to W (F). M
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5.4. COROLLARY: A finitely generaled context-free group language belongs
to C/-SIZE, DEPTH (no(1\ log «-loglog).
Proof: The claim follows from 5.1, 2.10, 2.12, and 2.13.

•

5.5. THEOREM: Let G be a finitely generated solvable-by-finite K-linear group,
where K is any field, Then the word problem of G is solvable in logdepth.
Proof: By définition G has a finitely generated subgroup G' of fïnite index
which is solvable. By 2.8 G' has a finitely generated normal subgroup H which
is triangularizable over the algebraic closure of K. We proceed analogously as
in 5.1 to prove that the word problem of H is contained in NC 1 . Applying
2.10 twice we are done. •
5.6. COROLLARY: Each finitely generated linear group which does not contain
a noncyclic free group has a word problem solvable in logdepth.
Proof: The result follows from 5.5 and 2.14.

•

5.7. COROLLARY: Each finitely generated polycylic group has a word problem
belonging to NC 1 .
Proof The assertion follows from 5.5 and 2.7.

•

5.8. COROLLARY: Each finitely generated nilpotent group has a word problem
solvable in logdepth, •
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